Substitute voice production: quantification of PE segment vibrations using a biomechanical model.
After total larynx excision due to laryngeal cancer, the tracheoesophageal substitute tissue vibrations at the intersection between the pharynx and the esophagus [pharyngoesophageal segment (PE segment)] serve as voice generator. The quality of the substitute voice significantly depends on the vibratory characteristics of the PE segment. For improving voice rehabilitation, the relationship between the PE dynamics and the resulting substitute voice quality is a matter of particular interest. Precondition for a comprehensive analysis of this relationship is an objective quantification of the PE vibrations. For quantification purposes, a method is proposed, which is based on the reproduction of the tissue vibrations by means of a biomechanical model of the PE segment. An optimization procedure for an automatic determination of appropriate model parameters is suggested to adapt the model dynamics to tissue movements extracted from high-speed (HS) videos. The applicability of the optimization procedure is evaluated with ten synthetic data sets. A mean error of 8.2% for the determination of previously defined model parameters was achieved as well as an overall stability of 7.1%. The application of the model to six HS recordings presented a mean correlation of the vibration patterns of 82%.